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LYKO integrates more than 30 car rental
operators in its API
From now on, thanks to Lyko you can integrate on whatever platform the reservation of more than 30 car rental operators. In no time. Lyko permits the access of
the data and services of 35 000 agencies through Europe, and a 300 000 available
vehicles fleet.

Within 2026, the amount of rental cars consumers is estimated to reach around …
With a balance sheet of nearly 83 million euros generated for the car rental business at the beginning of
2022, the future looks encouraging, despite the health crisis. The largest operators estimate that the
number of users of this rental solution will reach 604.2 million by 2026. These users would generate 70%
of the revenues through online booking, despite the sometimes tedious and complicated processes.

Lyko API, a simple and efficient integration
In 5 minutes stop time, the Lyko API permits the reservation of the biggest car renters, passing by Europcar, Avis, Hertz, Sixt, or Enterprise, Budget, Ada and more. Lyko undertakes the most of the work, aggregating and updating the wole data packs of these operators, wether on local, national or international
scale. Integrating this car renters API is a springboard in that way, but not only…

A single API, a multitude of possible stakeholders
By supplying the access to more than 2 500 suppliers of mobility (train, public transports, scooters, ferries…) through the world, the Lyko APIcovers all the needs, from planning door-to-door trips to the
booking and payment. It’s a tools suite assembling all the necessary functional bricks to set up the best
intermodal mobility solution. With that, it’s now on possible to start all keys in hand and reinvent the mobility of the future !
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Expert du MaaS (Mobility as a Service), Lyko met à disposition des
collectivités, des industries du tourisme et de la mobilité une suite
d’outils intelligents permettant de simplifier le développement de leur
propre solution de mobilité intermodale. Pour en savoir plus, n’hésitez
pas à consulter notre site lyko.tech.
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